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March 31-April 25 2020

President’s Message

HWS Members Juried Show

The global health news has distracted many of us for weeks now. After

at Arts at Marks Garage

serious discussion of how the Corona virus Cov-19 may affect upcoming

Juror of selection and awards Anthony Lee

events, we plan to go ahead with our Members Show and the two other

Mar 29 Take in & Installation

HWS shows scheduled for 2020. As things evolve, we will be in communication with you, updating any information through our monthly

Oct 31-Nov 27 2020

newsletter and email blasts as needed. The Members Show will open

Transparency in Translation
Collaborative exhibit with Glass Fusion Collective

PAINTING GROUPS
every Wednesday

Ho’omaluhia Botanical Garden
Contact Linda Umstead
lindaumsteadillustrations@gmail.com
every Thursday

Foster Botannical Gardens
Contact Tamara Moan or Spencer Chang
tamara.moan@yahoo.com
Monthly 1st and 3rd weeks 9am-noonish

Wahiawa Botanical Gardens
Contact Linda Umstead
lindaumsteadillustrations@gmail.com

FACEBOOK.COM/HAWAIIWATERCOLORSOCIETY/
INSTAGRAM.COM/HAWAIIWATERCOLORSOCIETY/

Aloha e Kakou! Hello to everyone!

HWS EVENTS CALENDAR

Honolulu Museum of Art School Main Gallery

Like us on Facebook and
Follow us on Instagram!

as scheduled but there will be no reception. We are taking our cue on a
case-by-case basis and the venue partner we are working with. HoMA
will continue to be open but all public events are cancelled until further
notice. This means we can still go and see the artwork--I hope you will.
Our year is off to a great creative start with three workshops and one
exhibit in the works. HWS has also been invited to participate in the National Watercolor Society’s jubilee exhibit “50 Stars.” Two representative
works from Hawaii will be chosen to join the other forty-nine states.
This past Saturday our board took a day to review our mission and
vision and take stock of our organization. With a renewed focus, we’ll be
promoting our activities and exhibits as well as events designed to build
connections amongst our membership. Tamara Moan recently joined the
board to coordinate our communications; Chloe Tomomi is also increasing our online presence and she promises to lead a future workshop on
using Instagram. Our monthly call to share your work will help us project
a colorful online identity as well as spruce up our newsletter. We received
over 70 pieces on this month’s florals theme. Keep painting and posting.
We can all use a bit of beauty in the world just now!
Mahalo --Dawn

Welcome New Members!

Laurel Oglesby, Kailua-Kona, HI
“I was around 10 years old when I discovered I loved to draw and experiment with painting. ...30 years later, I took a watercolor
class, which was almost 4 years ago, and have been painting and taking lessons ever since!”
Susan Marinucci, Calgary, Canada
“New to watercolor, love the medium and the adventure that this new learning has taken me on.”

Florals!

Here are some of the florals submitted for this month’s theme. In each issue, we will focus on a theme to share what your fellow HWS
members are creating in aqueous media. By submitting your piece, you agree to allow us to publish it on our Instagram account and
here in the newsletter. We will credit each work with your name as the original author of your submission.

Arlene Woo

Carmen Gardner

Nancy Vaughn

Roger Sorrell

David Gregory

Linda Umstead

NEXT ISSUE: PEOPLE
Send in your images to: info@hawaiiwatercolorsociety.org by April 1st to be included in the newsletter

painterly
portraits
from life
article & photos by Patrice Federspiel
There are myriad reasons to take a watercolor
workshop or class. One is to paint—sometimes we need
the studio space and time set aside for us to actually paint.
Another is to learn new techniques from esteemed colleagues
and friends. Alexandra Eyer’s Painterly Portrait class was a hit
on both counts.
•If you’ve never taken a watercolor workshop before, please
do!
•Don’t expect to do your best work in a workshop. Instead,
go with the intention to learn something new and to make new
painting friends. You’ll be glad you did.
•Watch and listen! Scads of valuable information floats
through the air from the instructor and from your fellow
painters.
Alexandra was an oil painter before taking up watercolor,
which explains her comfort standing at an upright easel. Her
paper is perpendicular to the floor — drips don’t scare her.
Working from the top down, Alexandra explains her process
as she sketches. The size of the head, for a half sheet, seated
pose, is about the size of an open hand. The seated figure is
5½ - 6 heads tall on the page. Using the pencil to measure, she
verifies the angles and sizes of the planes as she draws. Each
part of the body is in relationship to everything else on the
page. The body is a series of planes and shapes: the head is an
oval, the shoulder a circle, the arms (and legs) cylinders, the
foot a big rectangle, the hand a leaf, with a smaller leaf making
the thumb.
What seemed to make so much sense and looked
effortless a moment ago, might feel foreign and clumsy. We
smile and make the best of it. This is a learning process and
learning involves mistakes — the more you make the faster you
learn! The afternoon begins with new models. We watch the
demo, taking notes, sketching and painting when ready.
Start by painting the highlights with Naples Yellow
(sometimes with a little Rose Madder) wherever we see them

on the model.
Next, come the mid-tones and finally the shadows. “Shadows
are terrifying good fun,” says Alexandra. We’re using French
Ultramarine Blue for the shadows — yes, even on the skin.
Greens are seen (!) and added as well. Alizarin crimson is
used in the ear, the fold of the eyelid, the nostrils, the mouth,
and on the hands. It’s especially effective near the eye, ensuring we see the focal point of the portrait.
Stand back 2–5 feet to look at the model and your painting
often — maybe four times in 20 minutes. You’ll have a better
idea of what to do next and the progress you’re making.
Alexandra uses complementary colors to create continuity,
build drama, and to develop new colors. She might put red
under a green shirt, or a light purple wash where a yellowish
dress with a dark brown pattern will be painted. Details lead
the eye through the painting and are done last (or whenever
you need confirmation and soothing that you’re on the right
track). Alexandra outlines her subject, especially the focal
point to ensure it stands out. A slim outline made with Ultramarine and Burnt Sienna (homemade black) using a rigger
brush does the trick.
Some paintings will be telling a story, for example, the
story of playing the guitar.
The background often holds a smattering of all the
colors found throughout the painting. At the end of the workshop, expect to feel filled with new information settling into
your newly stretched brain. You might paint in your dreams
for a night or two.
Whether or not you incorporate any or all of the techniques
you’ve learned into your next painting, your repertoire has
grown. You’ve had a great time, gotten to know fellow painters
in a new way, you have new options to consider, and new ways
to think about painting.

And More Florals!

We had so many to choose from, follow us on Instagram and you will see all of them posted online. “Like” the ones that delight you
and write a compliment to your fellow HWS members. #hawaiiwatercolorsociety

Nancy Taylor

K. Henton

Van James
Beth Anderson

Patricia Whittsaglow

Sheree Latif

Flora Ling

Penny Taylor Beardow

Falvey
Rochelle Weidner

Tae ja Koki

Dwayne Adams
Tamara Moan

Tae Ja Koki

Sherry Meidell

And Even More Florals!

The variety is inspiring! Encourage your friends to
join HWS and you can paint together at any of our
beautiful botannical gardens. Or join the painting
groups to share tips and company.
Helen iaea

Jane Ra

1159 Nu’uanu Avenue
Honolulu Hawaii 96817-5121

Art Source & Designs workshop on
Professional Presentation
February 23, 2020
Fourteen HWS members gathered on a Sunday at Diane
Ko’s professional framing shop to learn more about how to
protect and present watercolor works. Diane demonstrated
how to make linen hinges, mount artwork on backing board,
assemble a framed piece and showed the importance of
material selection in protecting one’s artwork.
The importance of using acid free materials on the front
AND back of works on paper could be seen by observing
the ‘foxing’ or acid burn and fade marks on old prints and
artwork that had been in non-acid free materials for years.
In other words, using masking or blue painters tape to fasten
your paintings to the backing board=NOT OK.
Investing in quality frames can save money in the long run
if you reuse frames. A wooden frame will last longer with
rewiring and hardware than a cheap plastic molded frame.
A valuable tip was to invest in acid free clear bags to store
your work and keep them in plastic bins away from dust,
moisture and light. Clearbags.com was given as a tip as well
as Floradec for the occasional sleeve.
Check out our instagram for some video clips of some
of the demos. Collaborating with a professional framer can
notn only make your work look even more awesome, it will
protect the work for years to come, adding and preserving
value for your collectors.
HWS members can receive a 20% discount on pieces
selected for the upcoming HWS Juried Members’ Show.
If you paint in a standard size, high quality ready made
frames are available at good prices compared to ordering
custom frames.

Note the ‘foxing’ or burn marks
on the pieces. over time, this
can ‘burn’ a halo over your
artwork, and make it brittle and
discolored.

Learning to make T-hinges
to hang your artwork on the
backing board and then placing
the mat OVER the artwork
to create space between the
artwork and glazing (glass or
plexiglass) creates important air
space for the artwork. See the
video on our Instagram. ‘How to
float mount piece with T-hinges’
photo: americanframe.com

